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Issue Category Day Part Time Topic/Focus Group Program Content

Family Values

1/6/2023 1/6/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "MEGAN." The movie was reviewed for 

family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, violence, perceived 

negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's positive elements. This 

movie contains compelling, cautionary messages about technology and parenting, 

but there is still a lot of bloody violence and language concerns throughout. So, it 

was rated a 2 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Economy 1/10/2023 1/10/2023 The Morning Cruise 5 min The Great Resignation Bill shared an  article from The Wall Street Journal discussing what to do if you are 

not happy with your job in 2023.

Transportation 1/12/2023 1/12/2023 The Morning Cruise 6 min FAA outage Shared breaking news of flights at many airports being grounded due to anomalies 

with equipment that allows for communications between airplanes in flight and 

airport officials on the ground.

Consumer 1/12/2023 1/12/2023 The Morning Cruise 3 min Social Security Suspension Scam Dave shared details of a scam alert from Social Security Administration regarding 

letter that states that a person's social security will be suspended and the clues to 

look for to determine if mail correspondence is from the Social Security 

Administration.
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Family Values 1/12/2023 1/12/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "A Man Called Otto." The movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, 

violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie features a main character who is selfish, short-

tempered, and suicidal. Although he learns to look at life with a more hopeful point 

of view, as the movie has many redemptive messages about loving our neighbors 

and finding hope among disillusionment with lie Even still, this dark comedy 

contains a fair bit of profanity and multiple suicide attempts, so it was rated a 2 out 

of 5 for family friendliness.

Disaster Relief 1/13/2023 1/13/2023 The Morning Cruise 10 min Tornado impact Discussion on the devastation throughout Alabama and Georgia due to multiple 

tornadoes. One of which took down our own tower in the Atlanta metro area and 

offered alternative ways to listen via The JOY FM app or online at thejoyfm.com.

Government/Media/Politics 1/16/2023 1/16/2023 The Morning Cruise 4 min Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Acknowledged Martin Luther King, Jr. Day as a national holiday and discussed his 

impact on the civil rights movement.

Political Issues 1/20/2023 1/20/2023 The Morning Cruise 5 min March For Life Discussed March For Life happening in Washington, D.C. later today highlighting 

the pro-life stance.

Consumer 2/3/2023 2/3/2023 The Morning Cruise 12 min Used Shoe donations Carmen discussed her efforts to minimize including cleaning out her closet of old 

shoes and various organizations that accept used shoe donations.

Family Values 2/14/2023 2/14/2023 The Morning Cruise 8 min Failproofing Marriages Shared sermon notes from Pastor Aaron Burke of Radiant Church in Tampa 

offering 5 commitments to make with your spouse to failproof your marriage.

Family Values 2/16/2023 2/16/2023 The Morning Cruise 6 min Dannah Gresh Shared interview between Carley Boyette and Dannah Gresh promoting upcoming 

dates for True Girl Pajama Party and the impact of social media on tween and teen 

girls.

Family Values 2/16/2023 2/16/2023 The Morning Cruise 4 min Men's ambition and being helpful Shared a conversation on points made by Jon Tyson at a men's conference on 

ambition and being helpful.

Family Values 2/23/2023 2/23/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Jesus Revolution." The movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, 

violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie features a main character who is a pastor full of 

love. He invites all the drug-using hippies into his church with opened arms. A 

revolution ensues where thousands are getting baptized each week. It is a 

powerful movie with a strong message, so it was rated a 2 out of 5 for family 

friendliness.

Consumer 2/28/2023 2/28/2023 The Morning Cruise 4 min Air Fryer Recall Dave shared details of a recall on an air fryer due to defective wiring that can be 

flammable. Brand is Cosori.

Disaster Relief 3/1/2023 3/1/2023 The Morning Cruise 5 min How To Help Turkey Earthquake 

victims

Bill shared a couple of articles from Christianity Today highlighting ways to help the 

victims of the Turkey earthquakes.

Economy 3/6/2023 3/6/2023 The Morning Cruise 9 min 4-Day Workweek Carmen shared results of world's largest study on the impact of a 4-day workweek 

on productivity.



Economy 3/6/2023 3/6/2023 The Morning Cruise 4 min Hospitality sector rebounding Bill discussed statistics that indicate the hospitality industry is leading in new hires

Health/Welfare/Safety 3/7/2023 3/7/2023 The Morning Cruise 8 min New Walking Research Shared findings of a study that provides more insight on the benefits of walking, 

especially for just 10 minutes a day.

Family Values 3/9/2023 3/9/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Champions." The movie was reviewed for 

family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, violence, perceived 

negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's positive elements. This 

movie features a main character who learns how to value others. The movie has 

many redemptive messages about loving our neighbors despite any mental 

disabilities. Even still, this comedy contains a fair bit of profanity and multiple 

sexual jokes, so it was rated a 2 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Consumer 3/13/2023 3/13/2023 The Morning Cruise 4 min Splitwise App Carmen shared how Splitwise app works to split the bill amongst friends.

Health/Welfare/Safety 3/14/2023 3/14/2023 The Morning Cruise 3 min Cherry Juice Sleep Aid In response to the time change, Dave shared how cherry juice is considered a 

sleep aid.

Family Values 3/16/2023 3/16/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Shazam." The movie was reviewed for 

family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, violence, perceived 

negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's positive elements. This 

movie features a main character who learns how to lean on his family during tough 

times. The movie has many redemptive messages about appreciating our family 

and standing up against evil. Even still, this action movie contains a fair bit of 

profanity, incorrect spiritual references and many violent scenes, so it was rated a 

2.5 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Consumer 3/21/2023 3/21/2023 The Morning Cruise 3 min Walmart's Easter Prices Shared news of Walmart keeping their prices for Easter-related merchandise at 

last year's rates despite inflation impacting the prices of many of those items.

Health/Welfare/Safety 3/22/2023 3/22/2023 The Morning Cruise 5 min Healthy Sandwiches In response to a conversation on sourdough bread, Bill pointed to an effort by 

nutritionists, doctors and public health officials to make their sandwiches with 

healthier ingredients, per an article in Wall Street Journal.

Family Values 3/23/2023 3/23/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "John Wick: Chapter 4." The movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, 

violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie features a main character who loves animals and 

his late wife. The movie has many redemptive messages about appreciating our 

family and fighting through hard times. Even still, this action movie contains a lot of 

profanity, sexual content, and many violent scenes, so it was rated a 1 out of 5 for 

family friendliness.



Family Values 3/24/2023 3/24/2023 The Morning Cruise 9 min Comfort Zone Camps Interview with Jennie Baker, our coworker, on the loss of her husband, Lanny, to 

Covid and her family's involvement with Comfort Zone Camps which provide an 

environment for her children to properly grieve his passing and connecting with 

other children that have also suddenly lost a parent.

Crime & Drugs 3/28/2023 3/28/2023 The Morning Cruise 30 min Nashville School Shooting Discussed details of shooting that occurred in Nashville at a private Christian 

school taking the lives of 3 children and 3 adults. Carmen and Bill shared how they 

had close personal friends with ties to the school and church.

Family Values 3/30/2023 3/30/2023 Afternoon Drive 2 min Family friendliness of this week's 

movie releases.

Jayar aired pluggedin.com's review of, "Dungeon and Dragons." The movie was 

reviewed for family friendliness, evaluated on language, spiritual elements, 

violence, perceived negative content, drug and alcohol use, and the movie's 

positive elements. This movie features a main character who is fighting for the 

good.Even still, this action movie contains a bit of profanity, sexual content, and 

many violent scenes, so it was rated a 3 out of 5 for family friendliness.

Consumer 3/31/2023 3/31/2023 The Morning Cruise 4 min USPS email scam Carmen shared details of an email she received posing as USPS but some 

obvious errors provided enough evidence that it was a scam attempt.


